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good example which shows how well MCMC works.

Various random phenomena such as lotteries, roulettes, weather forecasts,
and stock prices can be seen in everyday life．While such phenomena contain

(3) The Millennium Problems are seven problems in mathematics established

clear randomness, there are some problems to which probabilistic methods

by the Clay Mathematics Institute in 2000. The Poincare conjecture was solved

can be applied although they do not seem to be random at first glance. I am

by Gregory Perelman recently, but, six problems still remain open, among

interested in finding the randomness behind such problems and studying them

which is the Riemann hypothesis. The Riemann hypothesis asserts that the

by using probabilistic techniques.

non-trivial zeros of the Riemann zeta-function defined by
lie on the so-called critical line

Here are three examples of such a situation.

. The nature of this problem seems

(1) Kakutani's problem, also referred to as the Collatz problem or the 3x+1

to be irrelevant to randomness, but, the zeros are known to look like the

problem, is well known. In this problem, we consider a function f on natural

eigenvalues of certain random Hermitian matrices.

numbers such that f(n)=n/2 if n is even and f(n)=3n+1 if n is odd. It is

The wandering mathematician Paul Erdös had said that “A mathematician is

conjectured that repeated iteration of this function eventually produces 1 for

a device for turning coffee into theorems”. Freeman Dyson, a theoretical

every initial value n. For example, if one chooses initially 7, then the sequence

physicist, made an interesting comment on a result of Hugh Montgomery, a

becomes 7, 22, 11, 34, 17, 52, 26, 13, 40, 20, 10, 5, 16, 8, 4, 2, 1. As of 2009,

number theorist, during afternoon tea in the Common Room at the Institute for

this conjecture was verified up to 20X258 , but it still remains unsolved at

Advanced Study. This comment shed light on a new aspect of the Riemann

present. This problem itself is undoubtedly deterministic (non-random), but,

zeta-function. This was the very moment that important research was turned in

randomness lies behind it.

a new direction by a cup of coffee (tea?).

In the 1960s, a Japanese mathematician Shizuo Kakutani was interested in
We hope that we can collaborate with one another with an open mind and in

this problem and circulated it to a number of people. Here I quote his words

an intercultural way at IMI.

from a Lagarias’ paper. ''For about a month everybody at Yale worked on it, with
no result. A similar phenomenon happened when I mentioned it at the
University of Chicago. A joke was made that this problem was part of a
conspiracy to slow down mathematical research in the U.S.''
(2) The following sequence of letters is a cypher-text that is encoded by a
classical method of a simple substitution cypher.
fyeaxjqfzjoxceddedcjbujcxbjhxgpjbegxrjukjzebbedcjopjsxgjzezbxgjudjbsxjofdl
jfdrjukjsfhedcj
Once we realize that this cypher-text is encoded by the method above, we
can employ a Markov chain (one of the most basic stochastic processes) to
decrypt it. The following is a simulation result of the decryption.
0: fyeaxjqfzjoxceddedcjbujcxbjhxgpjbegxrjukjzebbedcjopjsxgjzezbxgjudjbsxjofdljfdrjukjsfhedcj

Riemann zeta-function

1: ugado cut bohassash ie hoi ponm ianol ek taiiash bm fon tation es ifo busy usl ek fupash

for

2: upico fut bodissisd re dor hong rinol ek tirrisd bg mon titron es rmo busy usl ek muhisd
3: avico wat bohissish re hor pong rinol ed tirrish bg mon titron es rmo basy asl ed mapish
4: avice wat mepirrirp so pes leny sined ob tissirp my hen titsen or she mark ard ob halirp
5: apice was beginning to get dery tirel of sitting by her sister on the bank anl of hading
6: alice was beginning to get very tired of sitting by her sister on the bank and of having
7: alice was beginning to get very tired of sitting by her sister on the bank and of having
8: amice was beginning to get very tired of sitting by her sister on the banl and of having
9: alice was beginning to get very tired of sitting by her sister on the bank and of having

MCMC simulation (every 1000 steps)

Some coded messages like the above written by a prisoner in the California
prison system was brought into a drop-in consulting service in Stanford's
Statistics Department by a psychologist and it was decrypted by Stanford
students by using Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods. This is a

The pair-correlation function for eigenvalues of random Hermitian matrices (GUE)
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